HA26 RANGE
BUILDING ON SUCCESS

APPLICATIONS

HA26 RANGE : DESIGNED FOR ALL YOUR APPLICATIONS
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CONSTRUCTION

FINISHINGS

MAINTENANCE AND RENOVATION

Steelwork, cladding, masonry, etc.

Electricity, HVAC, insulation, painting, etc.

Plumbing, electricity, HVAC, insulation, painting,
industrial cleaning, etc.

APPLICATIONS / VERSATILITY

THE VERSATILE HA26 RANGE EASILY ADAPTS TO ALL PROJECTS
INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS

DEMOLITION

LANDSCAPING AND TREE SURGERY

Aeronautics, shipyard, mining, etc.
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BUILDING ON SUCCESS

The HA26 range builds on the same features that drove the success of the HA16 and HA20 ranges of articulating booms: no compromises
in terms of safety, productivity, ease of maintenance and total cost of ownership!
In line with the times and always one step ahead, it also benefits from innovations that set it apart, such as the ACTIV’Lighting System and
the STOP Emission System!
THE HA26 RANGE HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO MEET THE EXPECTATIONS OF OPERATORS IN TERMS OF PERFORMANCE
AND ENSURE A COST-EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT FOR RENTAL COMPANIES.
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HA26 RANGE: KEY FACTS
GUARANTEED SAFETY
HAULOTTE ACTIV’LIGHTING SYSTEM*
Lighting system for loading/ unloading
the boom in low-visibility conditions
> Safe maneuvering even at dawn or dusk

HAULOTTE ACTIV’SHIELD© BAR 2.0*
Offering additional protection by reducing
the risk of overhead crushing injuries
> Optimal safety without compromising productivity

 LTRA SAFE DRIVING
U
Smooth and proportional movements to reach
the working area with maximum precision
> Fluid motion and true driving comfort

GREATER PRODUCTIVITY
BEST-IN-CLASS WORKING ENVELOP
Best combination of working height, up-and-over
clearance and horizontal outreach
> More reachable space for more productivity
DUAL LOAD CAPACITY (optional)
Possibility of carrying from 250 kg up to 350 kg in the platform
> More weight in the platform
= greater productivity

COST EFFECTIVENESS
HAULOTTE STOP EMISSION SYSTEM
Automatically stops and restarts
boom engine, reducing engine use by up to 20%
> Decrease TCO and ensure higher residual value

EXTENDED LIFESPAN FOR PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES
Sturdiness and anticorrosion treatment
to withstand wear and tear
> Greater durability

MODULAR PLATFORM / HOODS
Platform and cover hoods made up of separate
and easily dismantled components
> Quick, simple and economical

EASY MAINTENANCE
HAULOTTE ACTIV’SCREEN
Key information available for users and technicians (alarm display,
diagnosis of malfunctions, maintenance alerts, etc.)
> Downtime reduced to a bare minimum

TELEMATICS-READY
Universal telematic connector that adapts to any type
of telematic device for fleet management
> Save time and stay informed remotely

* Standard or optional depending on models
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1“

SAFETY IS THE
FIRST ONE PRIORITY

GUARANTEED SAFETY

”

Loading and unloading the boom on a truck is always a delicate procedure, and even more so
in conditions of limited visibility, such as at dawn or dusk.
To simplify this procedure while enhancing user safety, Haulotte developed an innovative
and ultra-high-performance lighting system, ACTIV’Lighting System-Safe Load.
Located at several points around the machine, this lighting system illuminates controls
and the area around the boom.
Only offered by Haulotte, this is a unique feature becoming an essential element for the safety
of both men and equipment.
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1

SAFE AND EFFECTIVE DRIVING IN ALL CONDITIONS

ULTRA SAFE DRIVING

MAXIMUM VISIBILITY

Broader field
of vision

Operators at heights face a number of dangers, particularly
crushing risks.
To prevent these risks and protect operators, the HA26
range is equipped with the Haulotte ACTIV’Shield Bar 2.0
(standard or optional depending on models).
Note that this secondary guarding system is now fully
incorporated into the upper control protection cover
to guarantee better ergonomics and enhanced robustness.
Thanks to push forward principle bar, which provides
a “safety gap”, workers are protected from any risk
of crushing without compromising productivity.

It is essential to feel safe when working at heights for hours on end, especially
in sensitive or hard-to-reach spaces, at a height of more than 25 meters.
That is why a great deal of attention was focused on guaranteeing smooth and
flexible movements for the boom.
Three essential elements allow for more safety and comfort:
> boom rigidity,
> perfectly regulated boom kinematics thanks to the built-in computer,
> automatic damping of ramp motion when approaching full extension.
No jolts, just fluid motion: absolute comfort for users who can work with
complete peace of mind.

Due to the size of the boom, users may lack visibility
when driving, potentially causing accidents.
For enhanced visibility, the jib can be raised to a
vertical position even when the machine is moving
at full speed.
Users benefit from greater visibility and save
time in their maneuvers!
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2 “

EVEN MORE REACHABLE
SPACE FOR BETTER
PRODUCTIVITY
Working height:
26.4 m

”

GREATER PRODUCTIVITY
BEST IN CLASS WORKING ENVELOPE

Horizontal
outreach:
17.5 m

Up-and-over
clearance: 9.3 m

As productivity is essential on construction sites, the bigger the working envelope is, the better for operators
in terms of reachable space.
The strength of the HA26 range lies in its smart design, conceived from the outset by our structural architects.
Combined with a very reasonable weight, its smart design has a direct impact on its remarkably
homogeneous working envelope, synonymous with exceptional productivity, without having
to move the machine.
With no weak points, it combines three key assets:
> a working height of 26.4 m,
> up-and-over clearance of 9.3 m to overcome obstacles with ease,
> excellent 17.5-meter horizontal outreach to work in hard-to-reach areas.
The HA26 range always keeps pace with the productivity operators demand!
360°: continuous
turret rotation
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SMART DESIGN FOR MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY

250/350 KG DUAL LOAD CAPACITY (option)

2

EXCEPTIONAL ALL-TERRAIN CAPABILITY

SPEED OF OPERATION

To get the job done quickly and efficiently, operators
must be able to move the boom easily, even on rough
terrain or in hard-to-reach areas.
That is the case for the HA26 range, which offers
exceptional capacities to conquer any terrain, even the
most rugged, thanks to:
> an oscillating axle for superior ground adhesion,
> hydraulic differential wheel lock to effectively distribute
power to the wheels,
> high ground clearance to get over obstacles,
> a smaller turning radius and a well-dimensioned frame
to maneuver in confined spaces,
> gradeability up to 45%.
This new articulating boom is a true all-terrain machine.

On building sites, users sometimes have to work for hours at heights.
To make life easier for operators, Haulotte took care to design
an articulating boom that keeps its promises.
Thanks to perfectly simultaneous movements, this articulating boom quickly
extends to full height.
Operators save considerable time in reaching the work area!

KILOGRAMS MAX

OR
KILOGRAMS MAX

Due to machine weight limits, users cannot always
load all of their equipment at once.
The HA26 range addresses this issue by including an
upgraded lift capacity of 250 kg in standard, combined
with a 350 kg dual load capacity as an option.
Configurable from the upper control box, it makes it
possible for users to transport all their tools without
having to travel back and forth all day between the
ground and their work area!
In 350 kg mode, the platform can accommodate
an extra 40% of equipment by weight, while
preserving an excellent working envelope: yet another
advantage to save time and make headway in your work.
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3“

EASIER ACCESS TO
MACHINE DIAGNOSTICS

”

EASY MAINTENANCE
: ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

In case of a problem or malfunction, it is always more advantageous to have easy and instant access
to the information necessary to intervene or exchange remotely with a technician.
That is why the HA26 range is equipped with the ACTIV’Screen on-board diagnostic system,
a comprehensive tool that provides access to:
> details and the complete malfunction resolution procedure,
> machine settings,
> preventative maintenance alerts and service intervals,
> modifications of general settings such as interface language and units of measurement.
Haulotte ACTIV’Screen acts as a veritable assistant, supporting users daily in carrying out
maintenance operations.
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LESS DOWNTIME, MORE WORKING TIME

MOBILE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
HAULOTTE DIAG

TELEMATICS-READY

DIRECT ACCESS
TO KEY COMPONENTS

Haulotte also lets you benefit from the Haulotte Diag app,
available for download at no charge.
Made for all Haulotte machines, including the HA26 range,
this application is compatible with most IT tools
(PC, tablets, smartphones, etc.).
Linked to the VCI Box connected to the machine, Haulotte
Diag lets you program, troubleshoot, calibrate and diagnose
machine malfunctions within a radius of 40 meters.
A practical solution to work freely and comfortably
around the machine.

For fleet management, the HA26 range comes standard with
a universal telematics connector.
As it adapts to any type of telematic system, it allows
you to quickly connect your own telematics devices to
Haulotte machines.
Once your telematic system is connected, it lets you
determine the number of hours of operation, maintenance
alerts and even geolocate the machine remotely.

Reducing downtime to a bare minimum is key.
That is why the HA26 range has been conceived to allow
easy access to all components.
You thus save time and energy when servicing your machine!
It’s quick, easy and convenient.
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COST EFFECTIVENESS
STOP

“
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MAXIMISING UPTIME
AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL

”

EMISSION
SYSTEM

When operators are working at height, the engine often runs for no reason, resulting in the hourmeter
counting hours unnecessarily. That is why the HA26 range is equipped with the innovative
STOP Emission System that automatically stops and restarts the engine.
The system reduces use of the engine and peripheral components hydraulic block, hoses, cables, etc.,
by up to 20%.
In other words, over a period of 5 years of operation, owners can save up to one year of operation,
thereby extending the life of the engine and assuring higher residual value.
In addition, the STOP Emission System combines with variable motor speed to decrease fuel
consumption, thereby reducing operating costs.
Finally, the machine causes much less pollution and produces less noise, making for greater
comfort for both users and people in the surrounding area: a considerable benefit when working
in sensitive areas (hospitals, schools, office buildings, etc.).
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A DURABLE MACHINE TO WITHSTAND THE TEST OF TIME

MODULAR BASKET AND HOODS

A STURDY MACHINE
1

2

4

5

3

For owners, a machine that is durable and easy to resell is a top priority.
That is why the HA26 range incorporates all the latest design standards, ensuring robustness and high durability to maintain greater
resale value:

1
2
3
4
5

Anticorrosion treatment: all axles, fasteners and painted parts are treated to inhibit corrosion due to severe weather conditions.
Reinforced hoods: to withstand the test of time, impacts and damage during transport, cover hoods feature a metallic framework.
Upper control box: protected from soiling and inclement weather thanks to a highly resilient protective housing.
Weighing system: protected within the connecting piece between the platform and jib to avoid damage.
Steering rods: located inside the frame, steering rods are protected in case of impact.

In everyday use and in transit, the basket and
cover hoods are the fist parts exposed to shocks.
To prevent damage, they are made up of easily
dismantled components.
Indeed, in the event of wear, you need only
replace the damaged part rather than the entire
assembly.
Simple, quick and more economical,
significantly reducing the cost of ownership.

The boom is thus more durable… and maintains greater resale value.
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OPTIONS

MAIN OPTIONS TO MEET YOUR EVERY NEED*
PRODUCTIVITY
> Glazier kit
> Plumbing kit
> Air line in the platform
> Working light
> Non-marking tires
> Lateral swing door

1

2

3

4

ENERGY
> Hydraulic generator
> 230 V electrical outlet in the platform

CLIMATE AND ENVIRONMENT
> Cold and warm weather packages
> Biodegradable hydraulic oil
> Spark arrestor + electric one-way valve
And more on demand...

* Availability of options varies by region
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1 Hydraulic generator

2 Glazier kit

3 Plumbing kit

4 Lateral swing door
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Tel: +33 (0)4 77 29 24 24
Fax: +33 (0)4 77 29 43 95
haulotte@haulotte.com
www.haulotte.com
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